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First, a look at the sports’ finals on social 
media that drove the most engagements 
on English-language content across 
Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Pinterest 
in 2016. 

While the Super Bowl drove by far the 
most engagements at 40 million, the other 
finals drove well in the millions.  

How can sports-focused publishers 
leverage their content and reach an 
already passionate audience of sports 
super fans?

Biggest Sports On Social Media



We looked at which major sports events of 
2016 drove the most engagements for 
English-language content.  

Content around the Rio Olympics drove 
over 78 million engagements, followed by 
the Champions League and Super Bowl. 

Fans are hungry for good stories around 
their favorite athletes, thrilling sports feats, 
and of course, victories.  

Using our social media database, 
NewsWhip Analytics, we can take a look 
now into which sports-focused publishers 
have cultivated highly active audiences. 

Biggest Sports On Social Media



Which publishers have been leading the charge 
into 2017? Goal, ESPN, and 24/7 Sports see 
the most engagements. 

24/7 Sports’ team-focused sites drive its biggest 
stories, such as for the Dallas Cowboys and 
New England Patriots.

Cricket news accounted for CricTracker and 
Sportskeeda making the list, and was the 
subject pf some of ESPN’s top stories. The 
sport yields a huge audience. 

Manchester Evening News, USA TODAY, and 
Fox News also have a steady sports audience, 
with Manchester United driving the bulk of 
engagements for Manchester Evening News. 

The Top Sports 
Publishers



What are the top articles from these publishers? 

The top article of 2017 so far came from USA 
TODAY, on the social commentary of the Pro 
Bowl’s kiss cam. Interestingly, this is not directly 
sports related, but it shows how sports content 
can do well when related to other issues. 

As we noted, ESPN’s top stories came from its 
cricket vertical. 

News around esteemed fighters Floyd 
Mayweather and Conor McGregor also do well. 
Certain athletes have a level of celebrity that 
catches attention of fans on social. 

The Top Sports 
Publishers: 
Top Articles



Facebook 
Pages



Diving into Facebook, which sports-focused 
English-language publishers have had the most 
successful native Pages thus far in 2017?

Again, cricket is overwhelming popular, probably 
due to India’s 213 million users on the platform, 
just second to the United States. (Statista)

Soccer is also predominant, with Goal and 
RonaldoCR7 making the top ten. 

Cricket Is Big. Real Big.

Top Sports Publishers: 
Facebook Pages



Removing cricket-focused Pages from our 
rankings, we can see the other publishers 
that are cultivating engaging Facebook 
Pages.

Soccer again does well, with four soccer-
focused Pages in the top ten. Niche, tightly 
focused Facebook Pages are doing well 
this year, with more publishers breaking 
their content out into specific verticals.

Western Sports-Focused Pages

Top Sports Publishers: 
Facebook Pages



What were the top Facebook posts from our top 
sports-focused publishers? 

Videos and photos made up the most engaging 
content. Many of these weren’t directly related to 
games. Instead, they were focused on the athletes 
outside of the game. In sports, star players get a 
“hero” status among their fans, and fans want to 
know what their lives are like. 

Team victories also do well, as they create 
moments for fans to join in on and commemorate.

Tell The Athletes’ Stories

Top Sports Publishers: 
Facebook Posts



When we removed the cricket-focused 
publishers, we see that more casual, silly or 
entertaining content fares well for western sports 
publishers. 

The captions on these top posts are short, 
instead they allow for the photos and videos to 
tell the story. 

News on athletes or victories still does well. 

Western Publishers’ Top Posts

Top Sports Publishers: 
Facebook Posts



Top at Facebook Video  
1. Bleacher Report (39 million engagements; 293 videos)
2. SPORT Bible (18.4 million engagements; 1,063 videos)
3. GiveMeSport (11.8 million engagements; 1,544 videos)

Top Average Engagement per Facebook Video
1. RonaldoCR7.com (72,000 engagements per video)
2. Cricket Addictor (19,000 engagements per video)
3. SPORT Bible (17,000 engagements per video)

Superlatives For January 1 - May 31 2017

Top Sports Publishers: 
Facebook Video

Top Video:  1,400,000 total likes, shares, reactions, and comments

http://RonaldoCR7.com


Videos can capture all the emotions of the game, 
so what videos do best? 

Bleacher Report has clearly mastered creating 
sports-focused videos — the publisher’s content 
appears seven times in the top ten here. 

Again, the captions are relatively short, and 
Bleacher Report uses plenty of emoji. The 
captions are emotionally-charged, getting 
viewers hyped up before they watch. 

The videos are either fun, show thrilling plays, or 
focused on athletes. 

NewsWhip Analytics lets us drill down into 
specific content formats to really see how 
publishers are strategizing.

Top Sports Publishers: 
Facebook Video



Which English-language sports accounts have 
driven the most engagements so far in 2017? 

One must bear in mind that different sports have 
different seasons, but there are some Pages that 
seem to have evergreen staying power.

Incorporating the most popular athletes and 
teams into your content can help drive 
engagements, whether they’re fan favorites or of-
the-moment superstars. 

Top Sports Accounts 
On Facebook



Instagram 
Handles



Where Bleacher Report saw 70.9 million 
Facebook engagements on its Page, its 
Instagram account saw 225.5 million 
engagements for the same time frame. 

NewsWhip Analytics makes it easy to look at 
which accounts are driving the most 
engagements across different platforms.

Soccer again features heavily here, and 
cricket still makes the list, but only once. 

Many of these handles have a laid-back tone 
and post fun, humorous content. 

Top Sports Publishers: 
Instagram Handles



433’s soccer-focused content accounted for the 
most engaging Instagram posts from our top 
publishers. 

The captions often include emojis and links to 
433’s other social channels like WhatsApp, and 
other related Instagram accounts, like the teams 
and the athletes. 

433 Has The Secret Formula

Top Sports Publishers: 
Instagram Posts



If we look to the most-commented posts from 
these top publishers, Bleacher Report and ESPN 
join the rankings.

For sports-focused publishers, it appears the 
best way to get your followers commenting is by 
asking them their opinion on a game or a player.

Most-Commented Posts

Top Sports Publishers: 
Instagram Posts



Top Instagram Video Creators:
1. Bleacher Report (134.9 million engagements; 1,507 videos)
2. 433 (133.6 million engagements; 456 videos)
3. ESPN (55.3 million engagements; 700 videos)

Top Instagram Photo Creators
1. Bleacher Report (90.1 million engagements; 639 photos)
2. ESPN (68.6 million engagements; 665 photos)
3. Instatroll Soccer (59.3 million engagements; 1,304 photos)

Video Vs. Photo: January 1 - May 31 2017

Top Sports Publishers: 
Instagram

Top Video:  
910,000 likes, 
6,900 comments

Top Photo:  
732,000 likes, 
1,800 comments



Which English-language sports Instagram 
handles have driven the most engagements so 
far in 2017? 

Like we saw for Facebook, this could vary 
depending on what time of year it is, but it’s 
important to stay aware of what’s driving the 
needle on social for your audience. 

Cristiano Ronaldo is the most engaging sports-
focused Instagrammer of the year so far. The 
only other athlete on the list is Conor McGregor, 
while teams and leagues make up the bulk of the 
list.

Top Sports Accounts 
On Instagram



Key 
Takeaways



10 Takeaways For 
Sports Publishers

1. Break out your content into verticals on social if there’s an audience for it. Niches do well on social
2. Be interactive — encourage participation from followers
3. Incorporate fan-favorite teams and athletes into your content
4. Stay aware of the trending sports news & moments that are viral right now
5. Share behind-the-scenes glimpses into the sport and the players
6. Use visuals to let fans relive the most thrilling and emotion-packed moments of the sport
7. Create a brand tone that you can tailor across platforms
8. Celebrate victories — these give your followers an experience to join in on with their fellow fans
9. Know your audience — what emotions work on social with them? Fun stories, nostalgia pieces, or strategy 

analysis and stats? 
10. Use social data to learn from your storytelling wins and losses, and to reengage your audience



About NewsWhip

NewsWhip is a social discovery and content analysis platform that tracks and predicts engagement from the world's news and social, powering a suite of 
products used by journalists, editors, marketers, communications and PR professionals.

Our Spike dashboard shows journalists and PR professionals which events, stories, and influencers are getting the most social engagement, in real-time, globally or 
locally. Tracking a wide range of digital objects — including articles, videos, Facebook, Instagram, and Youtube posts — Spike gives a singular view of what content is 
performing on social and predicts which stories will go viral next.

Use Spike to:
• Find tomorrow’s stories, today
• Save hours of ‘discovery’ time
• Increase readership and revenue
• Better manage reputations online

NewsWhip Analytics is the only tool that gives you an understanding of how your competitors 
are performing across the web and major social platforms. Analytics is armed with the world’s 
most comprehensive data of how stories are engaged with on social media since January 1, 2014. 

Use Analytics to:
• Understand what’s working and why in your content portfolio
• Benchmark your performance, and competitors’, against KPIs
• Research what resonates around events and seasons, and within verticals
• Direct your social distribution strategy and guarantee ROI on your content

Get in touch for a free demo and trial at sales@newswhip.com

mailto:sales@newswhip.com


Thank you!
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